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TOWARDS A
GERIATRIC ENLIGHTENMENT
George Rousseau

...when we r^ect on the wonderful skill with which the whole
material fabric is constructed, and the astonishing powers with
which it is enduedfor repairing accidental damages and counter
acting the wear and tear of time, we are not unnaturally led to
the conjecture, that MAN was designed for immortality, when
first turned out of his Creator's hands. — ]ames Johnson, The
Economy of Health, or the stream of human life from the
cradle to the grave'

n their remarkably insightful new book about wonders and
the order of nature, Lorraine Daston and Katherine Park
promote the idea that marvels came to be seen as vulgar,
implausible, even distasteful during the Enlightenment.^ It
may be so—that marvels died more easily in the Enlightenment than

'James Johnson, The Economy of Health, or the stream ofhuman lifefrom thecradleto the grave
•with rflections moral, physical and philosophical on the successive phases of human existence, the
maladies to •which they are subject, and the dangers that may he averted (London: 1836; 2nd ed.,
1837), 62; the work went through three editions within two years, published in London and
New York. More is said about this work below; see nnlO-11.1 use the phrase "life expertancy"
to denote the age to which an individual or a class of people can hope to live; "life span" to refer
to the upper limit which Enlightenment "mankind" (i. e., our homo sapiens) can ever expect to
live; and longevism in its various grammatical forms to refer umbrella-like to all matters of old
age, including life span and life expectancy. In this usage longevism is almost a synonym of
geriatric. I am grateful to Professor Kevin Cope for inviting me to deliver the plenary address
in Baton Rouge at SCSEECS in 2000, which talk formed the basis for this paper.
' Lorraine Daston and Katherine Park, Wondersand the Order of Nature,1150-1750 (New York:
Zone, 1999)..
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has been thought by historians—and their claim will doubtless spur
debates about the causes of the transformation in the centuries framing
the eighteenth. Nevertheless, when Christopher Hufeland published his
Art of Prolonging Life in 1797, he infused his text with sighs of jealousy
that in future ages mankind would live longer than in his era. More
recently, in our own time, the new spate of films about geriatric
Americans suggests similar wonderment; as when Alvin Straight, in
David Lynch's The Straight Story, construes his dotage approvingly and
noddingly assents that there must be many good things about getting
old. Straight's view is not surprising in a time when there soon will be
more retirees than working people.
Extraordinary old age, however, is something else: not merely a
process of "getting old" but the very stuff of wonderment as a conse
quence of its defiance of the laws of nature. And advanced age must
have appeared as "marvelous" as the antiquarians' cabinets of curiosity
and the naturalists' marbles collected from all over the world to some
of Hufeland's contemporaries. This is why, in part, a rhetoric of awe
surrounds so many comments about extreme old age in the period
1650-1800. Methusalehs especially piqued the visual imagination, as if
they were sea-horse relics who had been roaming the earth for
hundreds of years, dinosauric Struldbruggs stretching nature's bounty
and testing her laws. Their alleged age—120, 140, 160—may well have
seemed implausible to Swift's contemporaries, and (if we are to give
credence to Daston and Park) even disgusting to the politest members
of that gathering Age of Sensibility. To defy Nature's bounty in this
grotesque way could appear to be the crudest vulgarity. Yet in the
eighteenth century some of the "facts" of Nature appeared to be
changing: the weather was getting colder, the skies and oceans surren
dering their deepest mysteries, and—as further evidence of Nature's
transformation—people themselves now living longer.
As I pondered this longevistic domain of the eighteenth century
and its wider European contexts in the early modern period, which I
increasingly began to refer to in shorthand (for lack of a better term) as
"the Geriatric Enlightenment," I relied on a unique archival source, the
"UY" section of the historical wing of the Wellcome Institute's library
in London. Here were books and pamphlets in every language
concerned with old age and longevity: population studies written by
the demographers, especially the surveys of the Cambridge University
Population Studies Group and its early director. Professor Peter Laslett,
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purporting that since c. 1800 a "third age"—old age—has itself become
a fully evolved life cycle with laws of its own, described in such books
as J. A. Burrow's The Ages of Man (Oxford, 1986); books issued by the
University of Michigan's Institute of Gerontology are here, including
the trailblazing studies of Andrew Achenbaum (now at the University
of Houston) expounding on the new science of gerontology and
explaining why it will become so crucial in the twenty-first century;
and dozens of other approaches and results of extended research.^ If

' W. Andrew Achenbaum, Old Age in the New Land: the American Experience Since 1790
(Baltimore; Johns Hopkins University Press,1978; rev.ed. 1982).Other sources rich in material
for the Geriatric Enlightenment: Mary Abbott, Life Cycles in England^ 1560—1720. Cradle to
Grave, (London and New York: Routledge, 1996); Mike Featherstone and Andrew Wernick,
ed.. Images of Aging: Cultural Representations of Later Life (London: Routledge, 1995); M. M.
Roberts, '"A physic against death': eternal life and the Enlightenment-gender and gerontol
ogy," in M. M. Roberts and Roy Porter (eds.). Literature and Medicine during the Eighteenth
Century (London: Routledge, 1993), 151-167; Margaret Pelling and R. M. Smith (eds.). Life,
Death, and the Elderly: Historical Perspectives(fondon-.'R.omkdge, 1991), especiallyR.M.Smith's
chapter dealing with the eighteenth century; David G. Troyansky, Old Age in the Old Regime:
Image and Experiencein Eighteenth-Century France (Ithacaand London:Gornell UniversityPress,
1989); George Minois, History ofOld AgeFrom Antiquity to the Renaissance, trans. S. H.Tenison
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989); Mary Dove, The Perfect Age of Man's Life
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); Joseph T. Freeman, Aging, its History and
Literature (New York: Joseph T. Freeman, 1979); Eric J. Trimmer, Rejuvenation: The History
of an Idea (London: Routledge, 1967). An imponant study of longevism within the history of
ideas is C.J. Cruman, "A History of Ideas about the Prolongation of Life," Transactions ofthe
American Philosophical Association 56 (1966), 3-102. This list excludes the crucial work of
demographic and economic historians who proved what the historical reality was: that in the
eighteenth century the facts of longevity changed. For the first time in Western history old age
was significantly extended among the upper classes, and, providing one had survived beyond the
age of five and (for women) survived each childbirth, one could expect to live much longer than
in previous generations. The matter of framing a so-called "Geriatric Enlightenment" raises all
sorts of philosophical and ideological questionsthat cannot be posed or resolved in a preliminary
sketch as this one purports to be. A proper book length study would take account of, for
example, the rhetoric of old age and the tradition of famous last words; would correlate the
coordinates of youth and old age in particular cultures, as commentator William Brodum did at
the end of the eighteenth century iny4 Guide to Old Age, or A Cure for the Indiscretions of Youth
(London: 1790,2 vols.);would reconstruct the meanings that attach to geriatric illness, and given
that chronic grave malady is more ordinarily associated with age than youth, would reconstruct
the cultural symbolism of the ailments of old age, such as Roy Porter and C. S. Rousseau have
done in Gout: the Patrician Malady (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1998);
would pose reUgious and national differences, especially in Catholic and Protestant countries;
would resurrect the mythologies of old age within the fantasies of different age groups; and,
finally, compare other epochs and non-Western societies in their versions of longevism. This
paper merely aims to open up the field of the third or last cycle of life and suggest the range of
annotations necessary in chronicling and interpreting the realities and fantasies of life span and
longevism in the Enlightenment. The point is that this third cycle altered in the eighteenth
century in a way it had not before.
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different schools of longevism framed their contexts and characters in
different ways, they nevertheless shared the common view that since
the Enlightenment people have been living longer, and that their
longevism has narrative as well as historical significance.
In my less than systematic survey of "Wellcome UY" I noticed
that approximately every tenth secondary study lodged a loaded
historical or philosophical thesis. For example, Simone de Beauvoir's
La Vieillesse—translated into English as Old Age, a devastating defence
of "these outcasts" apparently discarded by society—deconstructs
modern longevism in the French theoretical way before it was
fashionable to do so."* If there were books about geriatrics on the stage
(I discovered, for example, that Renaissance drama contains a few
genuine geriatrics but not in the great canonical dramas), I also found
studies of the philosophical implications of inclusion or absence. A few
shelves further down was American historian David Hackett Fischer's
Growing Old in America^ which argued (long before Theodore
Roszak's recent polemic about America's gray panthers)^ that colonial
and revolutionary America enjoyed a gerontophiliac culture until the
early nineteenth century, but that during the forty years when we were
establishing our national independence, from approximately 1780 to
1820, attitudes changed into the protracted, hardening gerontophobia
we have witnessed in the twentieth century. The rhetoricians of old age
were also here: from Cicero in his dialogue between the elderly Cato
and Scipio in de Senectute on how to attain a happy old age and then
how to let go, to Bacon and Sir Thomas Browne, and on down through
the centuries to Thomas Coles's and Mary Winkle's Oxford Book of
Aging: 400 pages of choice quotations. Further down I chuckled in a
Hogarthian mood as I paused over John Burn Bailey's Modem Methuselahs of 1888, containing vivid chapters on St. Anthony, Luigi Cornaro—the Italian Renaissance physician who was a geriatric specialist
before there were many and himself the avatar of geriatrics—Titian the
painter, David Garrick's wife Eva (1724-1822), the bluestocking Mary
Somerville (1780-1872), and Caroline Herschel (1750-1848), sister of

* Simonede Beauvoir, La Vieillesse (Paris: Gallimard,1974); English version published as Old Age
(London; Penguin, 1974).
^ New York: Oxford University Press, 1977.
' Theodore"Koszik, America the Wise:The Longevity Revolution and the True Wealth of Nations
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1999).
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the famous astronomer/ Almost as delicious for its RowlandsonianCruikshankian glow of grotesquerie and combined childlike belief was
William Thoms's Human Longevity: Its Facts and Fictions^ Victorian
Thoms was a librarian at the House of Lords who became obsessed
with long-livers. Perhaps be bad nothing better to do with bis days in
the Lords' Library, or was mystified, as be watched the generally
geriatric peers of the realm, about bow long people bad lived in
previous centuries. His descriptions of these long-livers reads like a
historical novel; half true, half fiction, the rest created in disbelief that
these centenarians actually roamed the earth.
The matter about wonderment perplexed me. Daston and Parks
were probably correct in their view about the paradigmatic shift in the
realm of the rharvelous. Was longevism an exception to the rule? Why,
I asked myself, should ordinary observers such as the late eighteenthcentury William Lambe (a physician and vegetarian whose own life had
been long) have expected the long extension of life he was witnessing in
his generation?
The examples of extraordinary longevity, which some few
individuals have been known to attain, show how much we
are in the dark on these subjects. Men have arrived at double,
and more than double, of what is the greatest common extent
of human life. The real wonder therefore is that such multi
tudes perish prematurely."'
Lambe inverted the quandary of Daston and Parks: his "wonder"
was no longer old age but the persistence of premature death. His
contemporary, James Johnson (1777-1845), an Irishman who came to
London and from the humblest origins became a prolific medical
author and publisher, also noticed the huge gains in old age that had
occurred during his lifetime. His Economy of Health, from whose
contents my epigraph is selected, captured my imagination by virtue of
the author's ambivalent attitudes to longevism.Johnson was steeped

' John Burn Bailey, Modern Methuselahs (London: Chapman & Hall, 1888).
' W. Thoms, Human Longevity: Its Facts and Fictions (London: John Murray, 1873).
' W. Lambe, Additional reports on the effects of a peculiar regimen in cases of cancer, scrofula,
consumption, asthma,and other chronic diseases (London, 1815), 189.
See note 1 above.
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in the wisdom-of-the-creation tradition, namely, the constellation of
beliefs that God created the world according to a plan of clock-like
design, in which its inhabitants were created equally perfect for the
functions they were destined to fulfill. This was the tradition Alexander
Pope drew on in his magnificent passages about man's five senses in the
first epistle of An Essay on Man. In the first edition of 1836 Johnson's
Economy of Health celebrates the longevistic optimism in which he had
grown up and been educated. The consequence for long-livers was not
merely ever-increasing years of life but immortality itself, as we have
seen in the epigraph, and the persistence of wonderment about
immortality in the 1830s may give us considerable pause about the
Daston-Parks view that marvels such as extraordinary long life were
now seen as implausible and vulgar. Johnson's passage builds up to the
logical climax: a "conjecture" about man's immortality:
"When we thus contemplate structure built on struc
ture—function superadded to function—and system raised
over system, from the meanest organ that amalgamates man
with his mother earth, up to the most etherial [sic] function
of the mind, which seems to link him with beings of angelic
nature—when we reflect on the wonderful skill with which
the whole material fabric is constructed, and the astonishing
powers with which it is endued for repairing accidental
damages and counteracting the wear and tear of time, we are
not unnaturally led to the conjecture, that MAN was designed
for immortality, when first turned out of his Creator's
hands.''
This crucial passage is the subject of annotation in the second edition
of 1837 where Johnson comments that "this passage is condemned by
one of my critics; but I am still of opinion that the conjecture is not
unnatural." The critic remains unnamed, any controversy he sparked
unknown. However, Johnson appears to have changed his mind and
added this passage in the second edition: "a farther investigation, and
melancholy experience soon teach us, either that the design of

"J^unes Johnson, The Economy of Health, 62. All the passages discussed here about Johnson are
found on 62-63.
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immortality was abandoned by the divine Architect, or that some
mysterious and fatal revolution took place in the destiny, as well as in
the constitution of mankind." Johnson has assessed the reasons—the
inherent defect of corporeal matter or body matter's postlapsarian
corruption after the Edenic fall—and decided to reverse himself. Now,
just one year later in 1837, he adopts a darker position about longevism
that resembled the gloom of Swift's Struldbruggs a century earlier.
Johnson's view about the prospect of immortality has altered from
sunny assurance to universal geriatric misery, for
even a considerable prolongation of man's existence in this
world, would now be the greatest curse that his Creator
could inflict on him. It would be incompatible not only with
the happiness of the individual, but with that of the whole
species. Even in the brief space of man's career on this globe,
the appetite for pleasure begins to be sated, before the
ordinary season of enjoyment is passed; and were his years
tripled or quadrupled, this earth would fail to afford novelty,
and sameness of scene would sicken every sense! If a MIL
LENNIUM should ever obtain in this world, there must first
be a new creation of beings, and that of a nature by us totally
inconceivable.
Johnson's revised credo was not influenced by the Stoic position,
epitomized by Marcus Aurelius, claiming that eventually each of us
loses our life, whether short or long. Its loss counts above all. Life's
brevity or length—life span—was ultimately irrelevant for the Stoics
because no one could regain that which was no longer owned.
Johnson's new philosophy of old age appears to have been less
informed by life span than (what we would consider) the quality of life
in the twilight years. For two centuries later we live in that new
"millennium" without "a new creation of beings," yet our geriatric
anxieties coincide with Johnson's. Long life continues to be considered
a mixed blessing without the prospect that "a new creation of beings"
will come into existence. Nor has modern medicine achieved anything
to change this picture.
No book, however, detained me longer than Bailey's incredible
Records of Longevity published in 1857, a huge telephone directory of
approximately 7000 long-livers born between 1550 and 1750, contain-
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ing commentary beside each name and listing dates, a brief biography,
and the reason for inclusion. No other book in the Wellcome Library,
which may be the world's thoroughest repository for the geriatric
Enlightenment, is more pertinent for our subject. Bailey was an
antiquarian who lived in Nottingham and began to collect these records
early in life out of fascination for the subject. His raison d'etre was the
sunny Enlightenment notion that human longevism had been trans
formed, and that the future would bring even greater Struldbruggian
advances; 120, 150, 200. Therefore he should document the recent
geriatric transformation. "It will perhaps," Bailey notes in his preface,
"by many persons be considered somewhat of a dry subject, but effort
has been made, as much as possible, to enliven it with anecdote and
incident" (iv). Salt and pepper he sprinkles everywhere, especially in the
accounts of the proverbial Thomas Parr (1483-1635)—one of the
millennium's oldest men at 152—and the Yorkshire man HenryJenkins
(1511-1670) who lived to 169, and in the spicy entries for Parr's widow
who died young at 103, and other youthful geriatrics who only lived
into their nineties. Bailey had steeped himself in the geriatric medical
literature of the Enlightenment: James Mackenzie's (1671P-1761, a
nonagenarian himself) History of Health, and the art of preserving it: or,
an account of all that has been recommended by physicians and philosophers,
towards the preservation of health, from the most remote antiquity
(Edinburgh, 1758), a bestseller reissued in many editions and translated
into most European languages by 1800, whose practices Mackenzie
could claim had kept him alive to 90; Dr. John Fothergill's Rules for the
Preservation of Health (London, 1762, which reached a sixth addition by
1770), dealing with the regulation of the passions to obtain old age;'^

" Fothergill reiterated the crucial significance of the six non-naturals to obtain long life and
commented (24-25) that:
The natural marks, by which we discern that a man is made for long life, are principally
as follow:
1. To be descended, at least by one side, from long-lived parents.
2. To be of a calm, contented, chearful [sic] disposition.
3. To have a just symmetry or proper conformation of parts; a full chest, well formed joints
and limbs, with a neck and head large rather than small in proportion to the size of the
body.
4. A firm and compact system of vessels and stamina, not too fat; veins large and
prominent; a voice somewhat deep, and a skin not too white and smooth.
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Thomas Percival's Essays Medical, Philosophical, and Experimental
(London, 1767-76);John Abernathy's Enquiry into Mr Hunter's Theory
of Life (London, 1814); and some of the reissues of Lessius's potboilers
and handbooks on how to attain the greatest longevism."
When Bailey asks at the end "what do we learn from the facts here
recorded?" he had one, and only one, reply: "human life is capable, and
that with comfort to itself and advantages to others, of an extension to
three times its present duration" (4). Hence not 90 but 270, not 100 but
300. And Bailey was blithely certain of the route down the tripling
road: "temperance, industry, and exercise are the three great elements
of longevity" (4). In other words, restraint, keeping occupied con
stantly, and physical exercise—wisdom and advice doled out today so
widely by experts and non-experts that the three seem to be incontrovertibly true. As I paused over Bailey's geriatric directory and tried to
digest its organizational principles, I was bowled over by the generally
"happy geriatric lives" he recounted. The implicit message was: live
long, be happy. Far more than his tripartite recipe for longevity or his
assurance that the next generation would live even longer, was his
confidence that the end could be as good, or better, than the beginning.

5. To be a long and sound sleeper.
An antiluxurian he also claimed that "The poor, if they are virtuous and cleanly, have great
advantages over the rich with respect to health and long life, as the narrowness of their
circumstances prompts them to labour, and withdraws all temptations to luxury...The gifts of
providence, which contribute to health and the real happiness of life, are more equally
distributed than we are willing to believe; and perhaps a larger share of them is possessed by men
of low degree, than by those of high rank and great affluence. Moderate labour supplies a poor
man with wholesome food, and at the same time gives him an appetite to relish, and strength to
digest it. His sleep is sound and refreshing, undisturbed with corroding cares;and his healthy and
hardy offspring, nursed up in temperance, soon grow fit to panake of that labour, which made
the parents happy. How different are the effects produced by sloth and luxury in the rich! To
enable them to eat, their stomachs require high sauces, which heat and corrupt the blood,
pamper their vicious inclinations, and render them subject to various diseases. The excess of the
day destroys the sleep of the night; or they invert the order of nature, and turn night into day.
Their children are tainted in their mother's womb with distempers, which affect their whole
lives, and hardly permit them, diseased and increpid [sic], to arrive at the threshold of old age.
Besides an anxiety to obtain honours and titles perpetually harass their weak minds, and the
felicity of enjoying what they possess, is forfeited by the restless desire of getting more" (79-80).
" One wonders whether there is significance in this cluster of works appearing in the 1760s; and,
if so, whether it can have been owing in pan to the war culture of the Seven Years War that
made human hfe more precious than it was perceived to be before. The Daston-Parks hypothesis
(see n. 2) would suggest, by implication, a small nostalgic wave of resurgence after a long period
of decline in longevism as a marvel. Abernathy was a Hunter disciple.
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This optimism about the quality of life during the twilight years was as
sunny as anything in Thackeray or Dickens. I wondered: had Bailey
read Swift?
My notion extended beyond these hairpins of detail to the broad
configurations of old age in cultural history. The phrase itself—old
age—is extremely problematic in the early modern period. When does
old age start, and who are its qualified members? We cannot always
grasp the meaning of characters in plays or novels who refer to
themselves, and others, as "old."The conceptualization and symbolism
of old age were equally significant to me, especially the mentalities
structuring old age and configuring its multiple meanings. More
recently Samuel Beckett, surely, has been the profoundest prophet of
its dark side: the Beckett of Molloy and Murphy, death and "dying
words," and the view that "the tears of the world are everywhere,"
nowhere more pronounced than in the old age preceding death."
Christopher Ricks's Beckett's Dying Words, the Clarendon Lectures in
Oxford in 1990, is the last word on the subject, raising Beckett and the
old age that precedes death to a nervous aesthetic (page 33): "Beckett has
an eternal subject, but like all great writers he has as well a profound
sensitivity to the ways in which his own era stands differently even to
what is eternal. He is the great writer of an age which has created new
possibilities and impossibilities even in the matter of death" (33), and
Ricks continues that it is an age "which has dilated longevity, until it
is as much a nightmare as a blessing. ...Ours is an age of intense geriatric
tending, at once with a persistent medico-professional indignity visited
upon the dying, and with a contempt for the uselessness of old age (the
parents in the bins)."'^
Ricks lists the dozens of ways in which Beckett the playwright was
a creature of his twentieth-century culture of death, fascinated to the
point of obsession with the New Death, its technologies of survival and

"For death in the Enlightenment, by comparison and in parallel, see J. McManners, Death and
the Enlightenment; Changing Attitudes to Death among Christians and Unbelievers in EighteenthCentury France (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1981). The parallels and differences exceed the
different centuries and extend to geographies. North Americans today seem to fear retirement
with the dread of a Beckettian disease on the theory of "work until you drop," whereas
Europeans count the days before it occurs.Somewhere there is a large moral in these differences.
The contrast extends further; in America retirement age was uncapped late in the twentieth
century; in Europe working life ceases at 60-65 and most workers fight to leave earlier.
" C. Ricks, Beckett's Dying Words (Oxford, 1995),.33-34.
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procrastination, its legal transformation, its materialism and economic
consumption, the enormous influence of politics and statecraft when
all sorts of rulers on death's verge can be shown to be ruddy and
healthy, and now especially its "no-exit" syndrome among those who
have had enough of its indignities and miseries, but who find, like
Sartre, that there is no way out, and must bring suit against everyone
to leave this world. This was the backdrop of Beckett's deathly
sensibility forming his chillingly curious geriatric imagination.
The Swift who absorbed (before Beckett) the philosophical
traditions of the Ancients and the Renaissance, and especially of
Montaigne and Pascal, somehow intuited the horrors of old age before
he himself had arrived there. Swift knew them from scrupulous
reading, and, later, from the daily agony of his last two decades of life;
when he declined from bad to worse, from noises in the ear, to rumbles
in the head, to the general insanity in which he thought he was
plunged. His view differed from Rochester's "dear ancient heart"
poems, poetry about the glow of later life. Swift's friend Pope com
plained that the whole of his life had been racked by one, long,
wretched "Disease, my life."'^ But Swift reserved the misery for old age,
and had been prescient when writing in Thoughts on Various Subjects
that "Every Man desires to live long; but no Man would be old."^^ It
was this paradox of prayed-for longevism and retained youth which
Swift saw as the arise of the geriatric. And it continues to be the crux of
millennial anxieties about old age, then and now, and especially about
the economic ingenuity that will be required to sustain growing armies
of elderly.

" Alexander Pope, Epistle to Arhuthnot, line 132.
"Jonathan Swift, Thoughtson Various Subjects (Loadon,1706),acoUection of thoughts,maxims,
and short poems.
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^ Pre- and PostStruldbruggian
Anxieties ^
Great poets—the Dantes and Miltons and Blakes—had wondered to
what degree death was necessarily benign. Without it, torment, for
example, could be eternal, a living Hell from which there could be no
escape. Swift set his mind to these matters in his most famous book and
dramatized the geriatric predicament of the Struldbruggs:
When they came to Fourscore Years, which is reckoned
the Extremity of living in this Country, they [the Struld
bruggs] had not only all the Follies and Infirmities of other
old Men, but many more which arose from the dreadful
Prospect of never dying. They were not only opinionative,
peevish, covetous, morose, vain, talkative; but imcapable of
Friendship, and dead to all natural Affection, which never
descended below their Grand-children. Envy and impotent
Desires, are their prevailing Passions. But those Objects
against which their Envy seems principally directed, are the
Vices of the younger Sort, and the Deaths of the old. By
reflecting on the former, they find themselves cut off from all
Possibility of Pleasure; and whenever they see a Funeral, they
lament and repine that others are gone to an Harbour of rest,
to which they themselves never can hope to arrive.^'
Swift's ironies are too obvious to be labored: not merely the eternal
envy of what we do not possess but also the jealousy of youth:
At ninety they lose their Teeth and Hair; they have at that
Age no Distinction of Taste, but eat and drink whatever they
can get, without Relish or Appetite. The Diseases they were
subject to, still continue without encreasing or diminishing.

" Gulliver's Travels: A Voyage to Laputa (1726), pan HI, ch. x.
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In talking they forget the common Appellation of Things,
and the Names of Persons, even of those who are their
nearest Friends or Relations. For the same Reason they never
can amuse themselves with reading, because their Memory
will not serve to carry them from the Beginning of a Sentence
to the End; and by their Defect they are deprived of the only
Entertainment whereof they might otherwise be capable."
We have replaced reading with television, but our mortification
remains as visceral as Lemuel's. If we live long enough, we shall not
even be able to understand TV shows, let alone sentences from
beginning to end. The horror of never dying usurps every form of
cognition. Hence Gulliver recognizes before his very eyes in Laputa the
very landscape of living death imagined by the poets. It was this bangon confrontation that moved Gulliver to recoil and repulsion: "They
were the most mortifying Sight I ever beheld...without Relish or
Appetite... the Reader will easily believe, that from what I had heard
and seen, my keen Appetite for Perpetuity of Life was much abated."^®
What is the appropriate response to Lemuel's discovery that he no
longer relishes "Perpetuity of Life?" Better late than never, Gulliver; or,
wotild that we could learn such detachment in our time. So much
capital is today invested in the technologies of gerontology that the
public sphere refuses to lessen its PR-craze for "Perpetuity of Life."
Actually, history itself boasts numerous examples of mathematical
solutions to longevity, complex formulas developed to calculate the
precise age of death. It will be possible to do much more than calculate
the arithmetic age of life expectancy by the use of even more intricate
computer applications tabulating the genes. Soon it will be possible to
predict the approximate age of death, as well as death from what
cocktail of causes. The links with the eighteenth century are in this
sense many. Swift anticipated this longevistic determinismin Gulliver's
experiences in Laputa: "He told me, that sometimes, although very
rarely, a Child happened to be born in a Family with a red circular
Spot in the Forehead, directly over the left Eye-brow, which was an
infallible Mark that it should never dye." Such Swiftian geriatric

" Gulliver's Travels, part HI, ch. x.
® Gulliver's Travels, part IH, ch. x
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determinism hits at the very heart of our own paradoxes almost three
himdred years later.
Swift's Stnddbruggian skepticism was dark, skeptical, formed by
years of reading in the stoic school of philosophy wherein death must
be approached with some of the reason of the Houyhnhnms. Swift was
persuasive, as is Beckett two centuries later; but Swift did not capture
the totality of Enlightenment views of longevity. He was indeed in a
very small minority of skeptics. The more pervasive view was the
sunny optimistic one, based on wonder and miracle as much as
anything else, the view that life was getting longer and the marvel that
it was. There was a grotesque monstrosity in this growing longevism:
the sense that those clinging to life beyond one hundred years were
monsters of a lingering type, or at least monstrous in their days on
earth, not dinosaurs of Brobdingnagian size but dinosauric in their
immense lingering. Swift had captured this grotesquerie of the lingering
as a thoroughly negative force worthy of high contempt, whereas the
majority—the stmny enthusiasts of longevism—embraced its creative
possibilities.
Thinkers of the middle zone also existed: those who weighed the
pros and cons of longevism historically, comparatively, culturally. John
Armstrong's long poem. ThePreservation of Health (1744) was one such
extended work and remains a key text for Enlightenment longevism.
A qualified physician, as well as a man of letters, Armstrong divided his
epic poem into four books based on four of the six vaunted nonnaturals: "Air, Diet, Exercise, and Passions."^' Longevity could be
attained by practicing temperance and balance in all things that come
into contact with the body: food, drink, drug, medicine. His stoic
balance amounts to the middle way in everything, especially diet in an
era that was eating itself into the grave:
Gross riot treasures up a wealthy fund
He omitted two of the six non-naturals: sleep and water, which he has incorporated into the
category air. For John Armstrong see WilKam Cooke's late eighteenth-century edition of
Armstrong's Poems (London, 1800), which appends a life that remains the only one to date.
Armstrong's career makes for a blazing study in the relations of literature and medicine. A
popular practicing physician, he also wrote best-selling poetry. The Art of Preserving Health was
reprinted in over 40 editions by 1800 and remains, together with Thomson's Seasons, one of the
best read poems of the eighteenth century. The Romantics suppressed it after John Aikin
produced a detailed commentary on it in 1796.
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Of plagues: but more immedicable ills
Attend the lean extreme. For physic knows
How to disburden the too tumid veins,
Even how to ripen the half-labour'd blood;
But to unlock the elemental tubes,
Collaps'd and shrunk with long inanity.
And with balsamic nutriment repair
The dried and worn-out habit, were to bid
Old age grow green, and wear a second spring;
Or the tall ash, long ravish'd from the soil.
Thro' wither'd veins imbibe the vernal dew.
When hunger calls, obey; nor often wait
Till hunger sharpen to corrosive pain:
For the keen appetite will feast beyond
What nature well can bear; and one extreme
Ne'er without danger meets its own reverse.^^
The ancient Naiads, resembling Swift's Struldbruggs, had lived on
almost forever, owing to their temperance and avoidance of luxury:
They knew no pains but what the tender soul
With pleasure yields to, and would ne'er forget.
Blest with divine immunity from ails.
Long centuries they liv'd; their only fate
Was ripe old age, and rather sleep than death.
O! could those worthies from the world of Gods
Return to visit their degenerate sons.
How would they scorn the joys of modern time.
With all our art and toil improv'd to pain!
Too happy they! But wealth brought luxury.
And luxury on sloth begot disease."^^
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John Armstrong, The Art of Preserving Health: A Poem. In Four Books. First Published in the
Year 1744, 2nd ed. (London 1745), 39-40, bk. 2,11. 218-234; all passages are taken from this
second edition. It may be germane to note here that the Edinburgh edition of 1811 alters upper
cases ("Fiend" becomes "fiend"), punauation, and removes the elision in words ("heav'n"
becomes "heaven", etc.).
" Armstrong, 49, bk. 2,11. 394-404.
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For Armstrong, a physician who had diagnosed and treated the
elderly, the misery of old age was inevitable; tempered only by restraint
and adherence to balance in every domain of daily existence:
But ah! what woes remain! Life rolls apace;
And that incurable disease old age.
In youthful bodies more severely felt.
More sternly active, shakes their blasted prime:
Except kind nature by some hasty blow
Prevent the lingering fates. For know, whate'er
Beyond its natural fervor hurries on
The sanguine tide; whether the frequent bowl,
High-season'd fare, or exercise to toil
Protracted; spurs to its last stage tir'd life.
And sows the temples with untimely snow."^''
Armstrong's long poem, informed by his having read about the preEnlightenment traditions of longevism, describes the cycles of life,
lingering on mankind's geriatric phase in an era when it was just
beginning to develop as a distinct unit:
There is a point.
By nature fix'd, whence life must downwards tend.
For still the beating tide consolidates
The stubborn vessels, more reluctant still
To the weak throbbings of th' enfeebled heart.
This languishing, these strengthning [sic] by degrees
To hard unyielding unelastic bone.
Thro' tedious channels the congealing flood
Crawls lazily, and hardly wanders on;
It loiters still: And now it stirs no more.
This is the period few attain; the death
Of nature: Thus (so heav'n ordain'd it) life
Destroys itself; and could these laws have changed,
Nestor might now the fates of Troy relate; .

* Armstrong, 54-55, bk. 2,11. 495-504.
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And Homer live immortal as his song.^^
Nestorian dreams aside, Armstrong was of the old school of longevism;
he infuses wonderment about long-livers into his realms of health but
considers the cycles fixed and immutable. "The period few attain" was
equally delimited, as was that great Chain of Being holding the
cosmological order together. For him, the body's humoral chemistry
evolved in fixed phases; disturbance of its balances through excess of
any type, and especially excessive pleasure, led to certain death:
Spoil'd of its balm and sprightly zest, the blood
Grows vapid phlegm; along the tender nerves
(To each slight impulse tremblingly awake)
A subtle Fiend that mimics all the plagues
Rapid and restless springs from part to part.
The blooming honours of your youth are fallen;
Your vigour pines; your vital powers decay;
Diseases haunt you; and imtimely Age
Creeps on, unsocial, impotent, and lewd.
Infatuate, impious, epicure! to waste
The stores of pleasure, cheerfulness, and health!
Infatuate all who make delight their trade.
And coy perdition every hour pursue.
Yet for every doubting Swift and middle-zone Armstrong, dozens were
dazzled by the miracle of enhancing long hfe. The numbers of decades
had been creeping up, they thought, in modern times. Ancient Greek
shepherds piping in their fields may have lived to great years, but the
evidence of recent longevism was more impressive by far. A vast
literature exists about these "long livers," encyclopedic works such as
Harcouet de hon^ty'ilXe's LongLivers: A Curious History of Such Persons
of both Sexes who have liv'd several AGES, and grown Young again: With
the rare SECRET of Rejuvenescency of Arnoldus de Villa Nova, And a
great many approv'd and invaluable Rules to prolong Life: As Also, How

' Armstrong, 56-7, bk. 2,11. 516-33.
' Armstrong, 121-2,11. 397-409.
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to prepare the Universal Medicine (London, 1722).^^ It is a curious
volume, not particularly scholarly or factual, and based mostly on
ancient accounts and hearsay. Yet it had a market and there were
dozens of similar works in our period. It is dedicated to the "Grand
Master, Masters, Wardens and Brethren of the Most Antient and
Honourable Fraternity of the Free Masons of Great Britain and
Ireland...written as a 'Brother' Mason" (iii).
The text begins by discussing life span in biblical and ancient
times, and then the various classes of persons from the ancient to the
modern, inclusive of kings and princes, governors and generals, learned
men, churchmen, old women (these are mostly ancient and the
majority are French), with little more information provided than their
place of origin, age and death and the occasional anecdotal material,
such as that so and so married a third wife at one hundred and six, or
left children aged from 14 to 76. These are followed by chapters
explaining how people may live to a great age through temperance and
climate; the sentiments of the ancients on death; the possibility of
growing young again at ninety or one hundred; the methods of the
thirteenth-century Arnoldus for rejuvenescency; and rules for long life
through analysis of the "universal medicine," an intricate herbal
concoction conjured in the method of Cornaro, who was famed for his
herbal secrets to preserve old age. Geriatric doctors such as the medieval

Harcouet de Longeville (c.1660-1720), known as Harcouet, wrote this work which appeared
in French in 1715. Robert Samber, an Enghsh hack, translated Harcouet's text into English and
published it in 1722, after Harcouet's death, under the nom de plume "Eugenius Philalethes,"
advertising himself as a "Fellow of theRoyal Society" and "Author of the Treatise of the Plague,"
an original English work dealing with the plague of 1720 which inspired a flurry of plague
treatises such as Defoe's. For Harcouet's life see M. Michaud, Biographic Universelle (Paris: chez
Mme C.Desplaces, 1957).Harcouet studied law and theology, worked in France as a churchman,
and wrote several works about natural history. His 1715 treatise on longevism—//ftfoire des
personnes qui out vecu plusieurs siecles et qui ont rajeuni: avec le secret du rajeunissement—reveals
its "secret" about rejuvenation on 277 (1715edition), which Harcouet claimed to have borrowed
from the thineenth-century abbe Arnauld de Villeneuve. Samber inserted his own masonic
allegiance in the book, which was biographically not Harcouet's, and dedicated the English
version of 1722 "to the Free Masons of Great Britain and Ireland...written as a Brother Mason"
(iii of the preface, 1722). Long Livers (1722) was one of many eighteenth-century books in the
tradition of Arnoldus and Cornaro claiming to contain the secret of rejuvenation. For another
see the work of the German Enlightenment longevist Johann Heinrich Cohausen (1665-1750),
Hermippus Redividus:or, the Sage's Triumph over OldAge and theGrave, wherein, a method is laid
down for prolonging the life and vigour of Man. including a commentary upon an antient
inscription, in which this Great Secret is revealed; supported by numerous authorities (London,
1744).
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Arnauld de Villeneuve (usually called Arnoldus and about whom more
will be said), Cornaro, and George Cheyne, the eighteenth-century
popular doctor, had always put a premium on the value of long life
without conditions or qualifications. Even longevity with illness was
construed as a boon, they thought; but Struldbruggian longevity in
pink health claimed to be the best of all worlds.
Harcouet's secret recipe to restore youth in old age consisted in
the wearing of a compress over the heart containing saffron, rose,
sandalwood, bitter aloes, and amber, the collage put into white wax and
rose oil.^' On awaking you seal the compress into a lead box until
bedtime (200). The geriatric aspirant resurrects himself each night for
a number of weeks depending on the client's chemical humour; during
the day he is only fed chicken reared on adders. This regimen is
accompanied by aromatherapy derived from Arnoldus. Harcouet's
elaborate ritual was one of many—the Germans and Italians also had
theirs—and it intrigued the hoi polloi in the geriatric Enlightenment.
Harcouet himself offered (as apothecaries noted) loyalty to his
sovereign, Louis XIV, and the reinforcement of piety rather than
eternal longevism as his rationale, but the commonplace convention
was probably overlooked entirely by most readers eager for its greater
secret.
If there is anything philosophical in Harcouet it is the AncientModern divide and his ingrained proletarian belief that the world had
been growing corporeally weaker. No scientist or doctor, Harcouet
nevertheless mirrored thought widespread in the eighteenth century
that people in ancient times had lived better and therefore longer.
Cause and effect were reciprocal here. The great naturalists of Har
couet's time—Ray, Buffon, Linnaeus—conducted their version of the
debate on a higher plane and thought, for example, that spontaneous
generation could no longer occur because the world's temperature had
cooled down. Rousseau caught the tail end in his social contract and

Harcouet, Long Livers (1722), 198-206.
" Harcouet's French preface of 1715 claimed that the author's purpose was to reinforce piety
and morals against immoral new-fangled sciences: "L'intention de cet ouvrage a ete d'exciter les
Chretiens qui ont honore leurs parents, (autant que le feu Roi a fait) a meriter les plus longues
annees: Dieu en a fait la recompense de ce tendre devoir;le quatrieme verset du Decalogue en est
garand, et la preuve nous parot assuree dans le long regne de cet auguste Monarque[i. e., Louis
XTV]. Moyse regut cette loi sur le mont Sinai, et tout Israel I'entendit."
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claimed that we were once strong and innocent and that it has been
downhill all the way ever since—the reason for Rousseau's various
forms of sentimental reclamation. At its heart these were anti-Enlight
enment positions: return to the past, the Ancients, the cry of antiprogress in the name of virtue, piety, and temperance replacing modern
eighteenth-century consumption and luxury.
Even so. Enlightenment beliefs in the miracle of longevism swept
away any cautious middle-roaders like Armstrong or Harcouet. The
situation resembled our stock markets in the millennium. We know the
itiarkets are ridiculously overvalued, that the bubble must burst, but we
keep investing and driving the techs higher out of an optimistic sense
that the laws of economics have been defied. So was it in the geriatric
Enlightenment when life span was being driven up, up, up. Demo
graphic statistical age was indeed increasing relative to rank and social
class (the poor still falling off like flies in childhood and during
childbirth, the rich living longer for all sorts of reasons). But mythol
ogy as well as demography drove the geriatric Enlightenment to the
heights it accumulated by the end of the century. These were stories
about the new records being broken in old age, some based on previous
historical figures, some contemporary, all living on beyond a century,
reclaiming their youth through some means, remarrying, repropagating
themselves, doing this or that at 120. These popular accounts were told
with relish, in the way we savor stories about millionaires who started
their businesses in a garage or on a toy computer that become a billiondollar internet company, not as the ironic Swift sensibly did in his noexit Struldbruggian satire, but with a sense of wonder that the Age of
Miracles had extended to human gerontology and longevity.

^ A Sea of Examples ^
Extant examples of remarkable senescence run the gamut from the
biographical and semi-biographical to the apochryphal and invented.
Stories, long and short, abound in the period with aged characters—the
long-livers of Bailey's Records of Longevity—who demonstrate some
aspect or other of what I call this miraculous sense of new geriatric
wonder. The invented narratives were primarily oral and have
vanished, of course, although eighteenth-century periodical publica-
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tions such as the Gentleman's Magazine contain accounts of allegedly
miraculous centenarians free of decrepitude. What we will never possess
are the oral tales of hoary, local old age—in this farmer or that
thresher—and the flavor of belief and sound of amazement that
accompanied these anecdotal accounts. The biographical examples
drawn from historical life are extant; some are drawn upon in this
essay, in the way future centuries will document our internet stock
miracles at the end of the twentieth century from historical company
cases rather than imaginary stock companies. The biographical evidence
mounted and accumulated in the eighteenth century to provide a sense
that vis-a-vis the geriatric, the laws of nature were being repealed. It
would indeed be difficult, if not impossible, to compile so many
geriatric examples from lives that extended down through the sixteenth
century. What evidence did they have for this optimistic view that
geriatric cosmology was changing? And who supported these long-livers
in their last decades; who paid for their medical care?
Mary Abbott has amassed some of the evidence for England in her
admirable study of Life Cycles in England, 1560-1720: Cradle to Crave
She captures the flavor of cautious Restoration optimism in John
Smith's meditation on old age originally published in 1666." Smith
(1630-79) was Oxford educated and became a physician. He turned to
the Ancients for wisdom: to the Bible, the kings of the Israelites, the
Egyptians, but nothing he knew or put into practice could prolong his
own life (he died quietly at 49 in London). Like so many figures in his
century. Smith was awed by those who had broken the order of nature
to live into great old age. Abbott identifies biographical seventeenthcentury figures who became legendary in the next century (the
eighteenth) and contributed to the sustenance of wonderment as the
result of their longevity. For example, philosopher-leviathan Thomas
Hobbes (1588-1679) had been a prematurely born baby but miracu
lously grew healthier and stronger, according to John Aubrey, from
about the age of forty or fifty and lived on into his nineties.^^ Thomas
Parr was indubitably the chief, so to speak, of the English Struldbruggs.

See note 3 above.
"Abbott, 134n3.John Smith, Thepourtractofoldage. Wherein i$ contained a sacred anatomy both
of soul, and body, and a perfect account of the infirmities of old age incident to tbem both. Being a
paraphrase upon the six former verses of the 12th. chapter ofEcclesiastes, 2d. ed. (London, 1676).
" Abbott, 133.
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He was born in the fifteenth century and allegedly lived on to 152,
dying as late as 1635.^^ Parr was discovered living quietly in the country
by Thomas Howard, the second Earl of Arundel, who brought him to
London just a few months before his death and paraded him as one
would some lusus naturae. William Harvey of blood circulation fame
performed the post mortem and found Parr as healthy as a young man.
In Harvey's opinion London and the rich food at Howard's table had
done him in. Abbott quotes a passage from the post mortem which is
so detailed in its observations it would have persuaded the darkest
geriatric skeptic.''*Sir Thomas Browne, the physician-author of Religio
Medici and a keen gerontological observer, recorded the case of
Elizabeth Mitchell from Yarmouth who lived on to one hundred and
two years. She ate and drank constantly, a condition Browne called
"boulimia centenaria."" Browne does not say what she ate, but her diet
was apparently as diverse as it was abundant.
The Leeds merchant and antiquary Ralph Thoresby (1658-1725)
published these cases for posterity in 1715 because he thought future
ages would be curious about the geriatric shift in his time. Mary Abbott
has compiled her archive for England largely from Thoresby's
sources:'^
Mr Lawrence Benson who was still going out and getting
wheat reaped and baked for himself every day at the age of
92;
Mrs Plaxton, mother of the rector of Berwick in Elmet,
was still threading fine needles in her ninetieth year without
spectacles;
Mr Peter Mason of Leeds—age unspecified—who married
at 45 and still lived to be a great-grandfather;

" Abbott, 135. Thomas Parr is the most often cited longevist of the early modern period; a subgenre of Parriana was written in the two centuries after his death in 1635; see G. S. Rousseau,
"Medicine and the Muses: an approach to literature and medicine," in Roberts and Porter,
48-50n3, the sertion dealing with "narratives of long life."
" Abbott, 136; here pathology progresses organ by organ throughout the body.
" Abbott, 136.
See Ralph Thoresby, TheMusaeum Thoreshyanum or a Catalogueofthe Antiquities and Natural
and Artificial Rarities preserved in the Repository of Ralph Thoresby, Gent (London, 1715), and the
appendix containing this list of rare persons and descriptions Cf the unusual accidents that have
attended some persons.
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Mr Thomas Bernhard of Leeds who married at 50 and
was still hunting when over 100;
James Sagar who married at four score and yet lived to
lead his grandchild to church;
Widow Nordis from Leeds who was 106;
Thomas Whitfield and wife Elizabeth who were married
80 years (she was 18 when married)— they had 14 children
and she died within 10 weeks of her husband, aged 98 or 99,
making nearly 200 years together;
An old man and sister who made ninescore years betwixt
them;
Widow Stirk who was 97?^
There are many others, all enforcing the view that life span miracles
were on the way, repealing even the biblical rule of thumb about three
score and ten. Thoresby died ten years after he published his compend
ious study but the geriatrics continued to present themselves in evergreater numbers. Sir William Blizard (1743-1835), a surgeon born in
Barn Elms, Surrey, and the fourth child of an auctioneer, lived to 92.
His biographer William Cooke demonstrated that he had little formal
education, studied at the London Hospital, and was appointed a
surgeon there when almost forty. A late bloomer, he lectured to
medical students on anatomy, physiology, and surgery. He performed
his last operation aged 84, amputating a thigh, and delivered the
prestigious Hunterian Orations in 1815,1823, and 1828, when 85. Both
his mother and father had both lived on to 86, and one of his grand
mothers to 90. The Victorians considered him, like many of our
biographical cases, to typify hereditary longevity, an idea that began to
gather force at the end of the eighteenth century.
Blizard's mean circumstances did not prevent him from being
generous to the poor, and he also founded the Samaritan Society (1791)
to support the destitute.'* Blizard retired from the London Hospital
when in his nineties (in March 1834) and continued to live at home in
Brixton Hill until his death, but Cooke does not indicate that anyone

" See Abbott 137-38n3.
" See William Cooke, A Brief Memoir of Sir William Blizard (London, 1835), 29, 52, which
chronicles Blizard's medical case history as a curiosity.
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attended him. Only his "medical friends" visited him in his illness.''
Cooke writes that though it "rarely falls...to the lot of man to sustain
the infirmities of his nature to the age of ninety," Blizard achieved this
feat "accompanied with the maintenance of reason, [and] with
intellectual energy and activity.'""' Cooke's reasons demonstrate his
geriatric assumptions. "It is allotted to few men at sixty-five," Cooke
notes, "to enjoy such clearness of intellect, and such alertness of body,
as Sir William retained at eighty.'"" Even Blizard's one "severe
indisposition.,.before his last illness"was brought on by external causes
prompted by his work "after a long and tedious dissection of a fine
muscular subject."'^ In his eighties Blizard apparently suffered "an
attack of typhus, which very nearly brought him to the grave...though
the energy of an iron constitution had sustained the wear and tear of
great activity of mind and body up to nearly the ninetieth year, it
began then to yield.'"" His sight failed him, and, at length, he became
nearly blind. Nonagenarian Blizard then underwent an operation for
removal of a cataract in 1834, after which he could see again and
"appeared in improved health and spirits.'"''' At the end he suffered
difficulty breathing but "attended the court of examiners at the College
[of Surgeons]...a week before his death.'"" Lives like Blizard's were
appearing with increased frequency and were controverting the
Struldbruggian mythologies of Swift, Armstrong, and Harcouet that
life at the end was necessarily grim. Translating their anxiety into ours,
that old age would inevitably be spent on dialysis, respirators, or
morphine, in hospitals and nursing homes.
Another nonagenarian, noteworthy for the smooth flickering of
the end of his life, wasJames Balfour (1705-1795), Scottish philosopher
of the second rank, born near Edinburgh. He studied at Edinburgh and
Leyden and was appointed to a chair of moral philosophy at Edinburgh
University in 1754. An anti-Humean, he published three minor
philosophical books based on the Candidean belief "that private

"Cooke,60.
*' Cooke, 1.
•" Cooke,20.
Cooke, 28.
•" Cooke, 29.
" Cooke, 52-3.
Cooke, 56.
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happiness must be the chief end of every man's pursuit," and had few
financial worries as he approached 90. In contrast, nonagenarian
Barbara Blaugdone (or Blagdon, Blagdown, or Blaugdon, c.1609-1704),
spent various periods of her old age imprisoned; perhaps demonstrating
that even the greatest deprivation can be commensurate with old age.
She had been a relentless Quaker preacher in Bristol, according to her
biographer "a woman of good parts and good education.'"'^ She was
widowed early and left an income which she supplemented by teaching.
By 1654 she had converted to Quakerism and abstained "from all Flesh,
Wine and Beer." Stabbed in the throat upon leaving a private meeting
house she nearly died. The episode unhinged her and she fled to Cork,
by 1656, where she was imprisoned for witchcraft. Subsequent
incarcerations followed in Dublin, Limerick, Cork, and Kinsale, as well
as on crossing over to England. Her memoirs, published in 1691, extend
to 1657 only; yet her biographer produces other evidence to demon
strate that she suffered such fierce lashes in Exeter prison that she was
"whipt till the Blood ran down my back.'"''' Support of herself in old
age through private or public schemes was unnecessary: she was a
perpetual prisoner, a sad and ironic commentary on the difference
between then and now. The memoirs that would have been revelatory
for the geriatric Enlightenment were never written. If they were, she
would have composed them in prison just before her death in 1704, a
few weeks before John Locke died.
John Ellis (1698-1790), scrivener, political writer, poet, Londoner,
was another memorable nonagenarian whose life strained all Rasselasian mythologies about the handmaidens of marriage and old age. Ellis
was a lifelong bachelor who sailed into the long night apparently
without a day's illness. Samuel Johnson told Boswell that "the most
literary conversation I ever enjoyed was at the table of Jack Ellis...with

See n47.
" Barbara Blaugdone (also spelled Blagdon, ^h%Ao^o), An Account of the Travels,Sufferings, and
Persecution of Barbara Blaugdone (1691). See also M. R. Brailsford, Quaker Women, 16S0-I690
(London: Duckworth, 1915), ch. 8,158-76. Blaugdone was imprisoned repeatedly in old age for
religious treachery: according to her own account (1691) in 1657 imprisoned for 6 weeks in
Marlborough and fasted for 6 days; imprisoned in Molton, Barnstaple and Bideford in West
country; 1681 imprisoned in Bristol and 1683 in Ilchester; 1683 fined the vast sum of £280 for
non-attendance of Anglican church anddied in London in1704. The sole reference in Brailsford
to her old age is the record of her death in the Friends' Registers: "She died of age in the Parish
of St. John Zachary (so called) in the City of London, 29.9.1704. aged 95 years."
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whom I used to dine generally once a week.'"*® Boswell himself called
on Ellis in his ninety-third year,
and found his judgment distinct and clear, and his memory
though faded so as to fail him occasionally, yet, as he assured
me, and I indeed perceived, able to serve him very well, after
a little recollection. It was agreeable to observe, that he was
free from the discontent and fretfulness which too often
molest old age. He in the summer of that year walked to
Rotherhithe [from Tottenham], where he dined, and walked
home in the evening.'*'
In his nineties Ellis continued to serve his community as alderman's
deputy for Broad Street ward, near the Exchange, until a few days
before his death. He still recited poems longer than 100 lines, and
walked 30 miles a day. The eighteenth century has often been noticed
as the era that invented the social walk and remains famous for its great
walkers;®° less noticed are its famous geriatric walkers like Ellis. Perhaps
Ellis was also sustained by his characteristically temperate and cheerful
habits, which stretched even further than the small inheritance he had.
Long lists of octogenerarians can be compiled for the eighteenth
century, especially from the upper social classes and public sector. It is
noteworthy how many of these figures had family money on which to
sustain themselves in senescence. Any modern study of geriatric
Enlightenment will inquire about the financial support of the elderly
in their last two decades (from 80 to ICQ) and about the portions given
over to extended medical and nursing care. Indeed, this social
dimension—how much care and who pays—forms a crucial aspect of
the perception of "geriatric Enlightenment" and its range of interpreta
tions. The matter barely arose in the eighteenth century. Those who
lived on in extended senescence usually had private means; cases of

See the account of Ellis's life in European Magazine 21, nos.3-5 (1792): xxi. 3-5, 125-8.
Boswell's Life of Johnson, (>vo\s., ed. George Hill (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1887), 3:21 whose
comments and notes form some of the basis of this sketch. Hill's edition has been replaced by
several subsequent ones; all, however, repeat his information about Ellis.
For the "walk" as exercise in the eighteenth century see the first chapter of Anne D. Wallace,
Walking, Literature, and English Culture: The Origins and Uses of Peripatetic in the Nineteenth
Century (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993).
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nonagenarian poverty without medical intervention have largely
disappeared.^' Jane Austen put her finger on the very spot of conten
tion when writing at the beginning of Sense and Sensibility (1811, I.
chapter 2) that "people always live for ever when there is any annuity
to be paid to them." Her point is ironically stated. Nevertheless, if my
overview of this "third cycle of life" during the Enlightenment aims to
document anything, it is to suggest links between a newly emerging life
span and the economic means to sustain it. Austen has made her
point—that longevity is always tied to economic means—in the context
of a witty and acid dialogue between Mr. and Mrs. John Dashwood
who debate what to do for the destitute other Mrs. Dashwood and her
daughters. Its substance remains: most of those who lived on to old ages
were not as impoverished as the Dashwood sisters might become some
day.
William Whiston (1667-1752), for example, Newton's successor
in the Lucasian Chair at Cambridge University, lived to a great age. At
times impoverished, he spent the last decades of his life quietly in the
country, in Rutlandshire, living on small means without medical
intervention. He died at the house of his son-in-law, Samuel Barker,
neither poverty-stricken nor requiring medical care.^^ Likewise for
aristocratic John Forbes (1714-1796), an admiral of the fleet who had
retired from the navy because of his poor health in 1745, though two
years later he returned.^' He lingered for another half century into
venerable old age, holding the rank of admiral of the fleet until his
death, and without requiring financial help. But like many eighteenthcentury valetudinarians he had poor health throughout much of his life
which steeped him in decrepitude. According to the Gentleman's
Magazine he "was a singular instance of longevity, accompanied by so
much infirmity. For the last twenty years of his life he was never able
to stand, nor could he scarce turn himself in bed without assistance.

As Abbott substantiates.
"See J. E. Force, William Whiston: Honest Newtonian (Cambridge; CambridgeUniversity Press,
1985) and the new biography in preparation by Stephen Snobelen.
Forbes was known for refusing to sign the warrant for the execution of Admiral Byng, under
whom he had served in the Mediterranean. His daughters both married men who went on to
become earls. His funeral was attended by his servants, "consisting of a footman, valet,cook, and
housekeeper...He has left near 200,0001. to two daughters, coheiresses." See Gentleman's
Magazine 66, pt. 1 (1796): 261.
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being lame in both hands and feet."'"* The precise nature of his illness
is unspecified and it may well have been then interpreted as gouty, but
there is no doubt that he had a shielding, non-dangerous malady.^'
The aged began to proliferate into significant diversity, healthy as
well as infirm in their senescence. What impressed the man in the street
was the new awareness of their numbers. If their last decade or two of
life were scrutinized, it would be clear that most of these long livers had
means and could summon the physician when ill (the notion of medical
care in our guaranteed insurance did not exist until the twentieth
century). Very few cases of dire poverty in the last years of these long
lives have been found, as confirmed by Abbott. For example, the blind
John Metcalf (1717-1810), a Yorkshire road builder known as "Blind
Jack of Knaresborough" lost his sight aged six from small-pox, but at
twenty-one had survived and formed into a strong man of 6' 2" and a
good rider-swimmer. He was a manual laborer who continued to build
roads for 40 years when in his sixties. The Gentleman's Magazine
pronounced on him as follows: "Strange as this may appear to those
who can see, the employment he followed for more than forty years
was still more extraordinary, and one of the last to which we could
suppose a blind man would turn his attention: that of projecting and
contracting for the making of high roads, building bridges, houses,
&c."^^ He apparently built his last road in 1792, and then retired to a
small farm. He seems to have been as prolific as he was strong and hard
working; according to the Gentleman's Magazine he had 4 children, 20
grandchildren, and 90 great and great-great-grandchildren, and there
must have been a superabundance of family support for his infirmities
in old age. According to The Life of John Metcalf aiounA 1792 he "settled
on a small holding at Spofforth, near Wetherby; and his house was kept
by a daughter and a son-in-law. To the end he was walking great
distances and retaining his memory of places visited 60 years earlier.

" Gentleman's Magazine 66, pt. 1 (1796): 260.
The gouty interpretation arises from the references to his health in George Arthur Hastings
(ed.), Memoirs of the Earls of Granard (London: Longmans, 1868), 173-4.
Gentleman's Magazine, 80, pt. 1 (1810), 597.
Samuel Smiles, The Life of Thomas Telford (London:John Murray,1867), ch. VI, "John Metcalf,
road-maker," 74-94; see 151 for the passage.Smiles notes that Telford was "still hale and hearty,
wonderfully active for so old a man, and always full of enterprise" (92-3). For Metcalf see also
The Life of John Metcalf (Toris. 1795) and Gentleman's Magazine, 80, pt. 1 (1810), 597; Charles
Bew, Observations on Blindness (London, 1818).
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Many of these octo- and nonagenarians suffered injury or illness
early in life but ironically survived to great old age. These were not
cause and effect, but it does seem odd how many, like Sir Hans Sloane
(1660-1753), were afflicted early in life, in Sloane's case by a consump
tive bout of spitting that boded no longevity. Sloane, a physician who
rose to treat Queen Anne and George II and who became President of
the Royal Society, was struck at sixteen by a bout of spitting blood; a
pulmonary affliction that lasted three years and recurred throughout
bis bfe. According to Weld, who wrote one of the authoritative
histories of the Royal Society, Sloane
bad already learned enough of medicine, to know that a
malady of this nature was not to be suddenly removed, and
be prudently abstained from wine and other stimulating
liquors. By strictly observing this regimen, which be, in some
measure, continued ever afterwards, be was enabled to
prolong bis life beyond the ordinary limits; presenting an
example of the truth of bis favourite maxim—that sobriety,
temperance, and moderation, are the best and most powerful
preservatives that nature has granted to mankind.^'
Sloane's last two decades showed not the slightest financial strain or
lack of attention to bis daily needs. At bis home in Chelsea, according
to Weld, "be enjoyed in peaceful repose the remains of a well-spent life,
still continuing to receive, as be bad done in London, the visits of
scientific men, of learned foreigners, and of the Royal family."^'
Confinement, constant care, the odd visitor: these encouraged him to
extend bis time beyond what it would have otherwise been.^° He
outlived bis wife by 29 years (1724-1753) during which twilight period
bis two daughters offered him constant attention.
Equally famous was bis near contemporary Christopher Wren
(1632-1723), the architect and astronomer, one generation earber. Wren
too was scarred in youth, of weak constitution as a boy and of very

C. R. Weld, History of the Royal Society, with memoirs ofpresidents, " vols. (London, 1848),
2:450.
Weld, n. 454.
Nichols confirms the point in his Literary Anecdotes 5.320 in the context of the mid
eighteenth-century naturalist George Edwards's comments on Sloane's last days.
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small stature. Later Wren smoked and drank coffee in great quantities,
but they seem not to have curtailed his longevism. Bryan Little, his
biographer, notes that Wren's health concerned him far less than
"fussy, hypochondriac Hooke,"^' and Wren was lucky enough at
ninety-something to die quietly in his sleep in an armchair. Like
Sloane's last years, his were supported by family and free of financial
care. His mind was clear to the end. He resided in a house given him by
the Crown in Hampton Court and retained his position as supervisor
of Westminster Abbey until his death. Both wives predeceased him, but
both his sons, Christopher and William, survived and cared for him.
We see over and again that the modern family has changed from these
supportive patterns. Geographically far-flung and less closely knit than
in the eighteenth century, children no longer seem able to care for their
aged parents.
Near centenarian Barbara Blaugdone has already been mentioned,
but there were many other women whose names would adorn this
geriatric Enlightenment. They are less prominent in the literature
because male lives were more often recorded, and not because men lived
longer or despite the often fatal toll of childbearing. Another was the
nonagenarian poet Sarah Dixon (1672-1765), known for her anony
mously publishedPoewzs on Several Occasions (Canterbury, 1740), which
has genuine artistic merit. Also remarkable on balance are the sheer
number of figures in the public domain who made it close to 100.
Michael Boyle (1609?-1702), the Archbishop of Armagh in Ireland,
almost did. Richard Cromwell (1626-1712), son of Oliver the Lord
Protector, almost reached 90 and for most of those years survived
politically. John Ellis (1643.^-1738), an Under-Secretary of State during
the reigns of William and Mary, and Anne, and not to be confused with
the London scrivener we discussed above, was 95 and barely infirm to
the end. Bonaventure Gifford (1642-1734) was the president of
Magdalen College, Oxford, in 1688 at the time revolution seemed to
strike again. He lingered in his nineties into the middle of the next
century. James Johnston or Johnstone (1655-1737) died at Bath at 82
after a long political career, though Swift described him as "one of the
greatest knaves, even in Scotland." It is curious that both the London

" Bryan Little, Sir Christopher Wren:A Historical Biography (London; Hale, 1975), 91. See also
Stephen S/Jren,Parentalia, or. Memoirs of the Family of Wren (London, 1750).
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Magazine and Historical Register thought Johnston to have been in his
90s, as if assuming that great age by the 1730s extended beyond the span
of the octogenarian. John Humfrey (1621-1719) was two years short of
100. An ejected minister educated at Oxford, he was succeeded in his
ministry by Pyrrhonist and skeptic Joseph Glanvill, produced a book
at 91, and continued to minister to 98. Samuel Pegge (1704-1796), the
antiquary, had been recognized by both English universities—he was
working at 91. John Strype (1643-1737), the authoritative ecclesiastical
historian and biographer of early Georgian England, 95. Others were
98 and 99. The point is not the exhaustiveness of these Struldbruggian
examples—they are entirely haphazard and incomplete—but the
geriatric message they conveyed to the Georgians; the whole world was
changing, things were getting better, progress guaranteed, armies of the
geriatric enduring to 80, 90, 100, and more. Would the barrier of
centuries be broken?
Charles Macklin (1697?-1797), the Irish-born actor, actually
reached his 100th year, controversial though that longlife was.^^ James
Kirkman, who edited his memoirs within months of his death,
thought he had died at 107, which was untrue, and wrote: "To attain
to the great age of 107 years has been the lot of very few; and to pass
through life without the affliction of any serious disorder or indisposi
tion, has been the good fortune of still fewer, among mankind. Mr.
Macklin, by the favour of Providence, had the singular happiness to
accomplish both" (438-9). Kirkman provides accounts of Macklin's
diet, dress, and hygiene, and also "that he stood particularly indebted
to his amiable wife...for her indefatigable care of and attention to
him...by her extraordinary skill and attention, she contributed to keep
the old man alive much longer than it was in the power of any other
human being to effect."^'
It may have been so, but Macklin's longevism amazed in other
ways, especially when compared to other actors like Garrick who was
dead at 61 though his wife Eva lived on to 98. Although Macklin

" According to James Thomas Kirkman's Memoirs of the Life of Charles Macklin (London, 1799,
2 vols.), 2: 427. Macklin was born in 1690 "and died at the advanced age of 107 years, two
months and ten days."
Memoirs ofCharles Macklin (London, 1806), confirmsthis
great age. The standard life is by William Appleton, Charles Macklin:An Actor's Life (Cambridge,
MA.: Harvard University Press, 1961).
" Kirkman, Memoirs, 2:438-39; 11, 441-42.
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continued to act into his 90s (Shylock was his last role), his centenarianism was marred by mental decrepitude, which he endured to the end.
Was this merely a form of senile dementia.^ If so, he was remarkable for
living on despite its public ravishes. While still acting in his late 80s
Macklin was convicted of manslaughter after killing another actor by
poking him in the eye with his walking stick; old age eliminated
extensive incarceration. On stage in his late 80s his memory failed him
and he apologized pathetically to the audience: "within these very few
hours I have been seized with a terror of mind I never felt in my life
before...this will be the last night, unless my health shall be entirely re
established, of my ever appearing before you in so ridiculous a
situation."^'* His letter on turning 88 to a much younger friend is
confused—grammatically and logically—but endorses the Life Force as
vigorously as if he were younger:
You are not eighty-eight. I never knew nor suspected the
power of it before my illness—now I do—& I defie it—for
that, & its master & creator. Time, never shall again predomi
nate over the heart or common sense while it holds its power
called Life. When it loses that—why then Insanity is a sort of
Passion, a Governor, a Disease, or what philosophy pleases
to call it—that from my observation defies Reason Wealth
Power—for it is itself the Lord of all—Insanity I mean—that
is left—& but a poor Butterfly called Life that flutters its
breath as the other does its wings and then all is over.^^
Life for nonagenarian Macklin in the last decade of the eighteenth
century proved the Struldbruggian skepticism right: his joys were few,
his health fitful, his finances appalling. His only son depleted the
meager reserves he had, and when this son died in 1790 Macklin was
virtually penniless. His fortune somewhat improved at 96. As Appleton
observes, his plays {The Man of the World •snA Love a la Mode) were then
published by subscription and raised£1582 lis with which the trustees
purchased an annuity of £200 to relieve his immediate needs.^^ Had his

' Appleton, 226.
' See Macklin's letter dated 8 January 1788 quoted in Appleton, 226.
' Appleton, 230. Lord Loughborough, a former pupil, gifted him an annuity of £20.
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second wife not survived him, his end would have been more miserable
than it was. He was mentally impaired, joyless, and had outUved all his
children. Perhaps his first biographer, James Kirkman, had the last
word; "The remainder of Mr. Macklin's life may be considered a mere
chasm...Debility and decay appeared now to press hard upon this
veteran of the stage; and it was pitiable to observe what havoc time had
made upon his whole frame."^' Swift and Beckett would have claimed
it more starkly and horribly.
We have seen repeatedly by now the misery of long life when
conducted in infirmity, poverty, and without the substantial support
of family and friends. For those blessed by these comforting attrib
utes—the Wrens and Sloanes and Metcalfs—life in the twilight could
afford pleasure. For the rest it was a burden to be alleviated only by
quick death or suicide. It would indeed be informative to have a
companion study of the "suicidal Enlightenment" among these longlivers. Much is known about young suicides in the eighteenth century,
the Chattertons and Prices Qames Price, 1752-83, drank a tumblerful
of laurelwater to kill himself after his alchemical experiments failed to
produce magical powders);^^ much less about those at Macklin's age
who swallowed poison or placed a noose around their own necks. Nor
do different countries and different climates alter this anthropology of
longevism. Even in the eighteenth century it was legion that rustics
secluded in Greek arcadian fields or peasants surviving on grass and
yogurt-type creams high on the steppes of Russia lived to great ages.
The view continues into our own time, especially the demographic
view that life far away from the stressful cities and urban centers
conduces to great old age. But the evidence of countries other than
Britain produces much the same range of material for the exploration
of a geriatric Enlightenment.
In France Bernard Le Bovier de Fontenelle (1657-1757) matched
the scaled heights of geriatric Wren and Sloane. A fully-fledged
centenarian—he died just a few days short of his hundredth birth
day—his stunning career stretched from the middle of the reign of

Kirkman, Memoirs (n. 56), 2:424-5.
See George Minois, History of Suicide: Voluntary Death in Western Culture (Baltimore; John
Hopkins University Press,1998), 271-74, the seaion deahng with thesuicides imitatingWerther
and Faust after 1770.
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Louis XIV to the middle of the publication of the Encyclopedie.^'^
Honors followed him everywhere, but his most noteworthy aspect for
the geriatric Enlightenment is that his last years included abundant
financial privilege (a pension from the Regent and a lodging in the
Palais-Royal), social life in the salons (especially of Madame de
Lambert), and the solitude of bachelordom. Fontenelle was active to
the end and therefore, as we shall see, of great interest to Buffon's
probability tables for longevism. Like his English counterparts,
Fontenelle was the visible type of geriatric elder statesman who
reenforced the sense that the demographic odds had changed in the
eighteenth century.
David G. Troyansky has explored this geriatric state of affairs in
France; no reason suggests that his results would significantly differ in
Germany or Italy if similar studies had been conducted.^® He bases his
work on geriatric statistics but also keeps his ear to the ground of
popular myth and lore. Hence Annibal Camous is as consequential to
Troyansky's geriatric panorama as the dozens of biographical
octogenarians and nonagenarians he surveys. LeSocratemarseillaiswzs
as legendary in Voltairean France as Parr had been earlier in England.
These dinosaurs of age had lingered so long that their years—like other
lusi naturae—continued to rise upwards. Camous was reported to have
lived to exactly 121 years, 3 months, and 13 days, but was actually only
90 at his death in 1759. Born in Nice in 1669, he lived there almost all
his life. Yet he was said to have been born in 1638, labored to construct
Fort Saint-Nicholas (1660-65), and, most important, mastered the use
of herbs from Joseph Pitton de Tournefort (1656-1708), the naturalist
in the Pyrenees in 1681. Herbal application allegedly sustained his
longevity and he used it repeatedly for his own benefit and his
monarch's (King Louis XV's) daughter, the Duchesse de Parme, whose
life he was said to have saved in Marseille in 1756.
Here was the stuff of legend, and Camous' Parrian name resounds
in Marseille to this day. It crossed over from the popular sector to the
French elite and spread through France, by word of mouth, in popular
tracts, and even in Joseph Vernet's 1751 painting of the port of

" The New Oxford Companion to Literature in French, ed. Peter France (Oxford; Clarendon
Press, 1995), entry sub "Fontenelle."
David G. Troyansky, Old Age in the Old Regime (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1989).
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Marseille where Camous figures as a main character/' Camous was
subsequently painted by Louis Rene de Vialy, Henry d'Aries, and
Michel-Honore Bounieu; prints made from the paintings further
rendered Camous the very living apostle of herbal longevism. A print
made from Henry d'Aries's painting eventually served as the frontis
piece to the anonymous popular book Le Socrate marseillois (1773), a
major chapter in the French fortunes of the geriatric Enlightenment.
Pithily displayed as the way forward for longevistic progress it was
captioned: "Do you want a happy life? Take him for your model."^^
By the time the Americans declared their independence in 1776
and the Peace of Versailles was signed in 1782, a type of geriatric
Enlightenment had sprung up in Europe. Based on temperance and
balance in all corridors of life, obeisant to the management of the six
non-naturals, and especially partial to the value of herbal diet, it boasted
hoary Socratean heroes in every country: Camous in France, Parr in
England. These were the heroes who actually proved the case, not the
theorists touting platitudes. The theorists often did not live on to such
ripe years, though they usually put their principles into practice.
George Cheyne, already mentioned, thrived on his lettuce-and-seed diet
for years and perhaps extended his life thereby to 75, but he and others
were no statistical exemplars in the geriatric Enlightenment. Andre
Hercule de Fleury (1653-1743), the illustrious French cardinal who
became Louis XV's chief minister, restoring economic stability in
France and maintaining peace with Britain in the spirit of the Triple
Alliance, was much more prototypical in this sphere.^^ No theorist, he
lived to 90, a clear-minded publicist to the end.
In a sense Buffon (1707-88), the all-round naturalist of the
Enlightenment, clinched what was at stake in the geriatric Enlighten
ment. He himself lived to 81 and is not known to have practiced strict
Cornarean principles of abstinence and restraint. But he combed the
popular press of his era for cases of long-livers and calculated the

" Troyansky, 24.
Camous features in Joseph Vernet's famous painting of the port of Marseille (1751); Camous
was ako painted by Louis Rene de Vialy, Henry d'Arles, and Michel-Honore Bounieu, and
prints made from the paintings offered explanations about their geriatric subject, as in this
caption about imitation for happiness.
For Fleury see A.M. Wilson, French Foreign Policy during theAministrationofCardinal Fleury,
1726-1743 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1936).
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probability that they would have lived to such an age. As if he were a
modern actuarial age-predicting machine, he was obsessed with his
"Table des probabilites de la vie—pour un enfant d'lm an."^'' The yearold child continued up the ladder in a whole series of mathematical
probabilities adjusted according to age; up to the probability of further
life if age 99: "On peut parier 2 contre 3, qu'tme personne de quatrevingt-dix-neuf ans ne vivra pas un an de plus, c'est-a-dire, en tout cent
ans revolus."" Or, alternatively, Buffon calculated the odds to live
beyond 90: "[On peut parier] 1 contre 69 ou 253 contre 1 qu'il ne vivra
pas 90 ans de plus."''^ Buffon, not dissimilarly from Thomas Bayes (the
eighteenth-century clergyman who used statistical probability to
establish an Enlightenment theory of knowledge that anticipates the
modern internet in all sorts of ways), worked up tables of longevism
based on the universal probability of how long anyone could expect to
live based on the "natural" factors of the individual's life.
Buffon's accounts are permeated with historical and biographical
Methuselahs in whom he became geriatrically fascinated. The Norwe
gian Christian-Jacobsen Drachenberg served as a useful example not
merely because of his 146 long years but because he had spent the
greatest part of it at sea, as a slave on the Barbary Coast of Africa from
the time he was a young man, and in his alleged marriage in his
hundredth year.^'' Andre-Brisio de Bra, a Turinese, was another
representative figure for Buffon because his old age was entirely disease
free. De Bra lived to 122 according to Buffon's sources, aided until the
end by a domestic servant.^® Seafaring valor and disease free Utopian
were one thing, but the accounts were stranger than this. A monsieur
See Le Comte de Buffon, Histoire Naturelle, generale et particulihe. Supplement (Paris, de
L'imprimerie Royale, 1777), IV:262.
" Buffon, 4:264.
"Buffon, 4:168
" Buffon, 4:405: "On vient d'imprimer en Danois la vie d'un Norwegien, Christian-Jacobsen
Drachenberg, qui est mort en 1772, age de cent quarante-six ans, il etoit ne le 18 novembre 1626,
et pendant presque toute sa vie il a servi et voyage sur mer, ayant meme subi I'esclavage en
Barbarie pendant pr& de seize ans, il a fini par se marier a I'age de cent ans." Buffon cites his
source as the Gazette de France, 11 November 1774, article on Warsaw.
" Buffon, 4:405: "[c'est le] vieillard de Turin, nomme Andr^Brisio de Bra, qui a v&u cent vingtdeux ans sept mois et vingt-cinq jours, et qui auroit probablement vecu plus long-temps, car il
a peri par accident, s'etant fait une fone contusion a la tete en tombant; il n'avoit, a cent vingtdeux ans, encore aucune des infirmites de la vieillesse; c'etoit un domestique a«if, et qui a
continue son service jusqu'a cet age;" again from the Gazette de France, 14 November 1774,
article on Turin.
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Sieur de Lahaye, born in France, had spent most of his life walking
across continents, to Egypt and Persia, to the Indies and China. He
lived to 120 but attained puberty only at age 50 and married at 70, after
which time he sired five children.^^ And Le Sieur Istwan Horwaths, a
military captain, had lived to 112, having passed most of his active life
engaged in the hunt and the baths, punctuated by a long journey on
horseback near the end of his life.^° What myths were these!
Close reading of Buffon on the geriatric Enlightenment reveals
retained belief in the wonders and marvels of the natural world. These
wonders may, as Daston and Parks have tried to demonstrate, have lost
their earlier allure, but they were certainly not spurned by the likes of
a Buffon. Buffon recounts that his own countryman, Fontenelle, who
lived to 100, had been asked at 95 which twenty years of his life he
regretted most, to which the reply was that he regretted nothing, yet
had enjoyed most the period from 55 to 75 years old.'^ Buffon-themarvel-chaser was the antidote of Beckett, always with a numerical
reason taming his optimism. The worst thing about being old, Buffon
wrote, is the fear of death.^^ Yet he cautions the futility of such a view
because according to his own probability tables, even when in your 80s
you can expect to enjoy another three years of life. The amount
obviously diminishes as you grow older, but there is always a decent
expectancy of living an extra segment once you have already reached a
given age. The Swiftian-Beckettian solution would have been arithmeti
cally less charitable and further diminished by reasons why one was
better off dead.
" Buffon, 4:405-6, le Sieur de Lahaye: "Un [autre] exemple, est celui du sieur de Lahaye, qui a
vecu cent vingt ans; il etoit ne en France, il avoit fait par terre, et presque toujours a pied, le
voyage des Indes, de la Chine, de la Perse et de I'Egypte; cet hotnme n'avoit atteint la puberte
qu'a I'age de cinquante ans, il s'est marie a soixante-dix ans, et a laisse cinq enfans;" from the
Gazette de France, 18 February 1774, article on the Hague.
Buffon, 4:406 Le Sieur Istwan Horwaths: "Le Sieur Istwan Horwaths, chevalier de I'Ordre
royal et militaire de Saint-Louis, ancien capitaine de Hussards au service de France, mort a SarAlbe, en Lorraine, le 4 decembre 1775, age de cent douze ans dix mois et vingt-six jours; il etoit
ne a Raab en Hongrie, le 8 janvier 1663, et avoit passe en France en 1712 avec le regiment de
Bercheny: il se retira du service en 1756. II a joui jusqu'a la fin de sa vie de la same la plus
robuste, que I'usage peu modere des liqueurs fortes n'a pu alterer. Les exercices du corps et
surtout la chasse, dont il se delassoit par I'usage des bains, etoient pour lui des plaisirs vifs;
quelque tempsavant sa mort, il entreprit un voyage tres-long, et le fit a cheval;" from theJournal
de Politique et de Litterature, 15 March 1776, anicle entitled "Paris."
"Buffon, 4:413.
"Buffon, 4:413.
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^ Lingering Issues and
Anxieties over
Three Centuries ^
We will conclude with Buffon, not merely in the interests of space, but
because he was geriatrically representative in so many ways. He
sustained a wider reach than other sensationalist almanach-compilers
and never surrendered his belief that old age could be as pleasurable as
youth. He also resorted to other printed sources when he thought
them to be reliable, even if he almost never verified their information.
He acquired his knowledge of gerontology and the geriatric world from
the contemporary press of his day, and shared in the contemporary
Enlightenment view that geriatrics was fundamentally a male province
decided primarily by the geriatric's degree of activity at the end. His
pages are largely silent about crumpled methuselahs who sat in the
corner for 30 years before dying at 99. And he was the first distin
guished naturalist in the Enlightenment to calculate longevism
comprehensively, systematically and actuarially, in the way our
modern insurers do."
I shall also comment on Buffon in the context of Enlightenment,
but not without referring to some of the lingering issues that have not
been developed here, but which are crucial to the proper study of this
subject. I have focused on the geriatric Enlightenment in the light of its
methusalehs and the reception of those long livers, not comically or
grotesquely, I hope, but to provide a sense of the range of Enlighten
ment attitudes to long life, both pro and con, Swiftian as well as

" There were, of course, competitors to Buffon. Another paper can be written on Enlighten
ment schemes to determine individual life expectancy. For example. Dr. Edward Barry
(1696-1776), an Irish medical student of Boerhaave in Leyden who became one of the bestknown dortors of Swift's Dubhn, was academically interested in the theory of digestion and the
illness then broadly called consumption. Barry's intellectual passion, however, was the wine of
the Ancients and their drinking patterns in comparison to modern drinkers, this to determine
whether Ancient wine decreased or increased life expectancy. Barry developed a mathematical
formula to correlate life expeaancy with the number of heart beats per minute which is
described in A Treatise on a Consumptionof the Lungs (London, 1727). I owe this reference to Dr.
David Haycock, Wolfson College, Oxford.
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Buffonian. But I use the term "Enlightenment" primarily as a chrono
logical label to designate the long eighteenth century and am aware of
its epistemological and ideological baggage from the time when Kant
asked (1784) "Was ist Aufklarung" in his famous essay of that name,
through Foucault's conclusion reached two centuries later, that modern
philosophy had never been able to rid itself of the question or answer
it successfully, as well as the barrage of post-Foucauldian responses to
the Kant-Foucault line about the pitfalls of the Enlightenment
question.^'^ In so doing I have particularly aimed to recover through
historical research some of the pre-1800 long livers and reconstruct
eighteenth-century views about their lives. But there is more to a
"geriatric Enlightenment" than long livers, and more to choose from
than the sense of positive wonderment or skeptical hesitation. A
geriatric Enlightenment must also include matters of freedom and
liberation, or its opposites in slavery and enslavement, issues that
neither embrace the marvelous nor the wonderful directly, but rather
descend to the heart of a culture's political, legal, and socio-economic
arrangements. The Enlightenment (again used as the chronological
handle) failed in all sorts of ways; yet in the area of old age—long
livers—the jury is very much still out and certainly contradictory.
For most long livers, old age in the eighteenth century amounted
to a dreary existence, as Swift and Beckett have claimed in their
idiosyncratic ways, and nothing in our examples culled from the annals
of the marvelous and the wonderful fundamentally alters this historical
fact. In this sense the geriatric Enlightenment was, of course, a failure.
But its optimism—the sense that old age could be as blissful a time of
life as youth, given the realities of human nature and the human
condition—remains liberating, even if still an ideal to be cultivated.The
elderly in North America, as Achenbaum and his colleagues have
shown, have tmtil recently been one of society's most marginalized
societies; only recently has there been change and its successes remain
to be assessed.^^ And it must be said that however sunny and positive
the geriatric non-Swiftian attitude may have been, its social reality was

Michel Foucault,"What is Enlightenment?" in Paul Rabinow (ed.), TheFoucault Reader(New
York: Pantheon, 1984), 32.
Elsewhere attitudes have been less oppositional to the elderly. Enlightenment attitudes tolonglivers outside Europe in the eighteenth century would make for an illuminating study in itself
but that topic must be the subject of another paper.
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a failure. For a darker view quickly established itself in the early
nineteenth century, and has continued to prevail ever since.
Still, the lingering issues implicated in any geriatric Enlightenment
transcend the realm of the marvelous and specifically address pressing
matters about the debt of the young to the old, which itself encom
passes freedom and liberation through cultivation of discipleship and
mentorship, and raises issues about the statistical component of the
debts the young should bear in national social security schemes and
other types of support for the aged. A rigorous study of geriatric
Enlightenment would also consider matters of property and its transfer
from generation to generation in the light of everything else the old
pass on to the young. It is apparently the case that in our time more
parents than ever before are buying houses for their children (or at least
contributing substantially to the down payments and mortgages). The
implication for economics is one thing, quite another for the long livers
and their economic needs in an old age that now stretches further in the
future than ever before. Medical issues and ethical decisions also figure
in as increasing evidence mounts that the elderly receive poorer medical
care than the young. All these matters were beginning to arise in the
eighteenth century; all are of paramount concern to us today as the
elderly live longer and longer. And all are intrinsic to the study of a
geriatric Enlightenment not merely on grounds of neglect or novelty
but because they have laid the foundations for the treatment of the
increasingly long livers in the modern world. The sheer narrative
pleasure of rescuing segments is one thing; the serious side may be
somewhat less delightful and sobering, but it compels us to probe what
specifically the eighteenth-century world bestowed to the continuing
debate about life after 60, life after 70, life after 80, and now—life after
90.
Today, September 29,2000, as I am sealing the envelope to return
these proofs to Professor Kevin Cope, the headlines of my morning
paper. The London Times, reads; "Babies may live to be 130." The
caption under the headline claims: "Children born this year may be
able to live beyond the age of 130, according to trends revealed by a
new study of aging. The age to which human beings can live is
increasing by more than a year every decade." John Wilmoth,
Professor of Demography at the University of California at Berkeley
and his team conducted the study, whose results have just appeared in
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the autumn 2000 issue of Science. According to the Times, "the study
used the world's most complete set of population statistics to measure
for the first time the way in which the human life span has changed
over the past 140 years." It may be "the first time" when viewed
through the lens of certain mathematical and statistical techniques
contained in the Berkeley Mortality Data Base, but the activity
itself—of measuring, collecting data, and speculating about life
span—was an old one long antedating the statistics used by this team,
as we have seen in the preceding pages. Reading along in the small
print I learn that if similar trends continue, "the average maximum age
would reach about 121 by 2120, and the very oldest might be able to
live a decade longer than that [i.e., 131]. The oldest person whose date
of birth has been confirmed,Jeanne Calment, a French woman, died in
1997 aged 122 and five months—14 years above the average maximum."
Does it not sound like Harcouet's Long Livers and Tom Bailey's i?ecor<i5
of Longevity} Johnson, Buffon, and their contemporaries would have
found themselves thoroughly at home in this discourse. Like the late
Jeanne Calment of 122, so the commonwealth Thomas Parr of 152 and
Restoration Harry Jenkins of 169. Our children may soon live to 130,
but the discourse itself is much older than 130 years. It was flourishing
in the "geriatric Enlightenment."

